
Let's jump back a bit. My favourite Greek myth
Theseus and the Minotaur deserves a mention.
Poseidon, God of the sea gave King of Crete Minos
a bull which he was to sacrifice, but Minos loved
the bull and kept it. Outraged, Poseidon made
Minos' wife fall in love with the bull. The wife made
the famous Greek craftsman Daedelus create her  a
hollow wooden cow that she could climb into, so 
 she could mate with the bull. The result was the
Minotaur: a bull headed man who  lived in a
labyrinth and required sacrifices every year.

A hero named Theseus volunteered to slay the
creature. The son of King Aegeus of Athens, he told
the King that he would put up white sails on his sail
back if he was successful (instead of the usual
black). He was successful but after heavy
celebrations he forgot to hoist the white sail.
Seeing the black sail and presuming his son dead,
King Aegeus threw himself to his death from a
lookout point. This is where the Aegean Sea got his
name. Why wouldn't he wait?

Crete is awash with incredible ruins and obviously a
popular holiday destination. Real Estate is very
expensive and fine wine production is difficult to
justify due to it's economies of scale. The Greek
government however have put time an resource into
it's promotion and there are some serious examples
now. STSWine
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DISCOVER CRETE:
LYRATAKIS WINES



Lyrarakis was established in 1966 by two brothers,
Manolis and Sotiris Lyrarakis. But it wasn’t until 1992
that they first bottled their own wine using the
Lyrarakis name. They are based in the Peza appellation,
in the village of Alagni, close to Heraklion. For the last
12 years the second generation of the family have been
running things, and this is now one of the most
progressive wineries on the island. They fill that
important wine space: they are making interesting,
characterful wines; they package them well and are
commercially savvy; and they are also affordable.

Viticulture in Crete endured a rough ride in the 1970s
and 80s. There are a lot of vineyards here – it’s
Greece’s third largest wine region – but there was a
large-scale replanting with table grapes, and then
international varieties. The long history of winegrowing,
dating back some 4000 years (there’s a Minoan wine
press on the island that’s 3500 years old), was
endangered, and local grapes were at risk. 

This is not the first time Cretan wine faced trouble.
Invasion by the Ottomans in 1669, an occupation that
was to last two centuries, severely affected wine
consumption and production. But now wine producers
on the island have realised that their strength lies in
working largely with indigenous varieties, well adapted
to local conditions.

Indeed, one of Manolis Lyrarakis’ significant
contributions has been to champion local varieties and
ensure their continued survival. In 1996 Lyrarakis
produced varietal wines from Dafni and Plyto, two old
varieties that they had rescued. And in 2010 they
planted Melissaki, another traditional grape that had all
but disappeared. Their current range is based on
varietal wines from local grapes, with the only impostor
being Assyrtiko, an immigrant from Santorini.
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VIOLA ASSYRTIKO 2020

PRONOUNCE: A-CERTEE-KO

“Fine, chiselled, mineral and citrus. Satisfying with a
beginning, middle and end. Very refined. VGV” JANCIS
ROBINSON

“This is fresh and linear with lovely chiselled citrus fruit
with some nice spicy intensity and a vital, saline finish.
This has real personality: so bright and intense.” 92
points JAMIE GOODE

PSARADES DAFNI 2019

PRONOUNCE: SARA-DEEZ DAFF-NEE

Intense aroma of bayleaf and rosemary, dramatically
herbal without being green or unripe. The small
percentage that had skin contact has given this a
brilliantly judged texture, just a very slight grip, so it is
not just about the aromatics. Moderate acidity, but
freshened by that grip and the low pH. Wonderfully
aromatic and so true to the variety, without being a
caricature. JANCIS ROBINSON

PIROVOLIKES VILANA

PRONOUNCE: PEE-ROWVO-LEE-KAYS VEE-ANNA

The 30-year old vineyard “Pirovolikes" is planted with
the grape variety Vilana, and is still being pruned
traditionally as a bush vine. It is considered one of the
most privileged vineyards of our area. The vineyard is
situated at 650m., on a medium slope with rocky soil
and a southeast aspect, and gives us a wine of high
concentration and aroma. AYRARAKIS

WHITES



KOTSIFALI PGI

PRONOUNCE: KOTSEE-FALEE

After loving all of the Whites, I was satisfied that I
would hate all of the reds, given they are generally
jammy and alcoholic. Nothing could be further from the
truth here: elegant, fresh and compulsively delicious. A
really smashable red. STSWine

PLAKOURA MANDILARI

PRONOUNCE: PLAKOO-RA MANDEE-AA-REE 

13% alcohol. 500 m altitude with a sandy, stony soil.
This is fresh and concentrated with lovely structure
under the vivid black cherry and blackberry fruit, with
some raspberry crunch. This is really structured and
grippy with some minty hints and firm tannins: a bold,
fresh, focused red wine of real intensity. Lovely purity
here, and amazing potential for development 93
POINTS, JAMIE GOODE

AGGELIS LIATIKO

PRONOUNCE: AJA-LEE LATIKO

14% alcohol. This is made from ungrafted Liatiko vines,
low yielding, and then fermented with lots of whole
berries with no added yeast. It’s a really smooth,
elegant wine that reminds me a bit of Nebbiolo or
Xinomavro, with a pale-ish colour and good tannic
structure, as well as silky, sweet strawberry and cherry
fruit. There’s freshness and elegance here. Has some
rose petal and iodine detail, showing great balance
between the sweet red fruits and the grainy, tannic
structure. Such an interesting wine that should develop
nicely. 93 POINTS, JAMIE GOODE
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